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Two-fermion bound-state equation using light-front Tamm-Dancoff field theory in 3+ 1 dimensions
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Attention has recently been paid to light-front Tamm-Dancoff field theory in 1+ 1 dimensions, includ-

ing the proposition of a sector-dependent renormalization procedure. We extend this formalism to 3+ 1

dimensions, and examine a two-fermion system using light-front field theory in the lowest nontrivial
Tamm-Dancoff approximation. It is found that the extension to 3+1 dimensions results in an integral
equation with a kernel which does not decrease rapidly enough to admit solutions for L3 =0 states.

PACS number(s): 11.10.St

I. INTRODUCTION

There has recently been a renewal of interest in
Tamm-Dancoff field theory as a tool for the investigation
of relativistic bound states. This approach, named for
Tamm [1) and Dancoff [2] who proposed it, involves an
approximation based on a truncation of Fock space. In
particular, a subspace of the space of all Fock states is
chosen (comprising, for example, those states which
would seem to be reasonable intermediate states in a
given problem), and the Hamiltonian is diagonalized in
this subspace (see Ref. [3] for more details). This ap-
proach was investigated in the 1950s with some success
(see, for example, Ref. [4]) but was ultimately abandoned,
essentially due to difficulties involving the construction of
the physical vacuum (in practice, disconnected and diver-
gent vacuum terms were encountered which it was not
found possible to renormalize consistently).

The renewal of interest stems from the observation [5]
that since the vacuum in light-front field theory is trivial
[6] (for massive particles), the application of the Tamm-
Dancoff procedure within this framework should not be
subject to the same difhculties as were found in the origi-
nal "equal time" approach. Again to be pragmatic, the
parts of the Hamiltonian which would be responsible for
the generation of disconnected vacuum terms do not ap-
pear due to conservation of light-front momentum.

In this paper we discuss the application of light-front
Tamm-Dancoff field theory to the case of fermions and
mesons interacting through a Yukawa coupling, in 3+ 1

dimensions. This work is intended to be seen as an exten-
sion of that performed by Perry, Harindranath and Wil-
son [5,7] who considered the same problem in 1+1 di-
mensions. In particular, a nonperturbative, sector-
dependent renormalization scheme was proposed by these
authors, and the primary motivation for the work
presented here is to determine whether or not this scheme
is applicable in 3+ 1 dimensions.

As a vehicle for this examination, a two-fermion sys-
tem is considered in the lowest nontrivial Tamm-Dancoff
approximation, and a bound-state equation for this sys-
tem obtained. In a two-fermion system there are two
basic processes occurring in parallel. One is the exchange
of mesons between the two fermions, and the other is the

dressing of the individual fermions. The renormalization
scheme used requires that the self-energy correction
which arises from each individual fermion dressing itself
be regulated by introducing the mass counterterm from
the one-fermion system (where this dressing is the sole
process). The goal of this procedure is to ensure that
above the two-particle production threshold the individu-
al fermions propagate with their physical masses. Once
this has been accomplished attention can be focused on
the exchange interactions responsible for producing the
bound state.

Thus the first section of this paper examines the first
Tamm-Dancoff approximation for a single fermion. This
examination is taken to the point at which a mass coun-
terterm is available, and we then move directly to the
two-fermion case. In contrast with the 1+ 1 case we find
that it is necessary to renormalize the coupling constant
in addition to the masses and the last part of the two-
fermion section is devoted to this.

We then examine the asymptotic behavior of the equa-
tion which results from the above procedure, and show
that it is ill defined in the sense that it admits no solutions
for states related to L3 =0. In the last section we attempt
to identify the reason for this bad behavior.

Details of the conventions used, and the quantization
procedure (commutation relations, etc. ) are relegated to
an appendix.

II. FIRST TAMM-DANCOFF APPROXIMATION
FOR A SINGLE FKRMION

As a prelude to the examination of the two-fermion
problem (and because we need some of the results from
the single-fermion case for that problem) we consider the
case of a single fermion in the first Tamm-Dancoff ap-
proximation. This is an approximation to the case of a
physical fermion, in the sense that the Tamm-Dancoff
truncation limits the "dressing" of the fermion to a max-
imum of one meson.

Our basic equation is the Einstein equation

We split the Hamiltonian P into PM+Pt (i.e. , into
terms diagonal and nondiagonal, respectively, in the
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creation and annihilation operators), after which our
equation reads

(m' 2P—+P +-P', )Ie&=2P+P, ~e& . (2)

The required truncation of Fock space is effected by the
expansion for ~+&:

I+(P) &
= g C (P;~)b (P) ~0 &

which ensures momentum conservation, the positivity of
a+ and b+, and regulates the integral via a cutoff A. For
the sake of convenience we sometimes include the
momentum-conserving 5 functions in the definition of the
cutoff functions, and when this is the case a subscript 5 is
appended. Upon substitution, we project the equation
onto noninteracting one-ferrnion and one-fermion —one-
boson states

where

+ g fda+d aidb+d bibb(A, a, b)

&& Ci(a, b;a)b (a)a (b) ~0&,

Ipb;r & =bt(p )lo&,

~pb, p, ;r & =b„(pb )a (p, ) ~0 &,

mb+t,
2b+

bb(A, a, b ) =8(a )0(b + )6(P+ —a + b+ )—

&&5 (P,—a,—1,)

m +aa
XO A—

2a+ (4)

which, via orthogonality of the basis states, will produce
coupled equations for the expansion coefticients Co and
Ci.

Using the Hamiltonian in the appendix we obtain

A, P(1)
2(2m. )

kmb+2P+
2 ) b, (A P qq)—Co(P;r)= g d q dz ',' u„(P)t u (P —q)C, (P q, q;a)—(2' )3" o [(1—z )z ]'"

and

A. P(x)
2(2~)3

1 2 A a(1 —x) 1 —x 2 x+
3 pbbs p i+2pb

1 —x ' 2(2~)3 x 1 —x

A, mg

)3/2 P +

1/2

» u„(pb)t u (P)Co(P;a),1

[(1—x )x]'~

respectively, where we have expressed the "+" com-
ponents of the momenta as fractions of I'+; explicitly

pb+ =xI'+,

p, =(1—x)P+,
q+ =zI'+ .

In deriving the above equations the sector-dependent
renormalization scheme proposed by Perry and Harin-
dranath [7] was employed. This involves assuming that
the bare masses that appear in these coupled equations
depend on the Fock-space sector from which they origi-
nate. Thus, in the first equation (which arises from the
contraction with ~pb;r &) we use mb, and in the second

0
(contracting with ~pb, p„r &) we use mb . For masses

1

which appear due in interaction terms we use the physi-
cal masses, since we are adopting the convention that
".. . a fermion which cannot dress itself propagates with
the physical mass, and the proper mass for other cases is
dependent on the degree to which the ferrnion can dress
itself' [5]. If we were using a coupling-constant expan-
sion we could justify this by arguing that any corrections
to these masses must be of a higher order in A, . Ostensi-
bly we cannot use this argument here, since the Tamm-
Dancoff truncation is not equivalent to an expansion in

the coupling constant. We can note, however, that our
choice of the truncated Pock-state basis would be highly
inappropriate if indeed the coupling constant were large,
since we would have no reason in that case to expect only
the lowest Fock states to be physically significant. While
this observation lends support to the use of physical
masses in the interaction terms in our case, we must
essentially include this "ansatz" in the description of the
renormalization procedure, as an assumption.

Another assumption made is that we can omit the con-
tribution of the "instantaneous" terms in the Hamiltoni-
an to the equation which arises from the highest sector of
Fock space under consideration. If we were performing
calculations in the Tamm-Dancoff limit we would find
that all instantaneous terms arising from particular sec-
tors were needed to cancel terms appearing in higher sec-
tors. However, since we are truncating Fock space we
rule that these terms are artifacts of the truncation, and
we omit them. The most obvious consequence of this
omission is that the highest sector equation is algebraic
rather than being an integral equation, since the inclusion
of these "instantaneous" terms would have yielded an ad-
ditional integral term in C, on the right-hand side of Eq.
(&).

Now in the highest sector we can use a threshold con-
dition to determine the counterterms needed to renormal-
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ize the fermion and meson masses in this sector. At
threshold we expect C& to contain a pole corresponding
to the scattering states, and for this to remain a solution
of Eq. (8) its coefficient must vanish. Thus, set ting
pbj =p,&=0 at threshold, and denoting the appropriate
momentum fraction x,h, this condition becomes

A, p(x, h }
mb +

2(2' )

2
mb

D i (pb, pb )™—m a (1—x )pbbs
2

XPai

infinite renormalization) are used to eliminate the bare
masses in favor of the physical masses in this sector.

The next step is to eliminate Ci between Eqs. (7) and
(8) in order to obtain an equation in Co only. tn doing
this we can drop the cutoff function 6 since its arguments
are external momenta which we can choose to satisfy the
cutoff condition. Denoting

1 —x,h

A, a(1 —x,h)
ma +

2(2m )
=0 ~ +2Pbx. P

The momentum fractions can be recovered from the fact
that at threshold M =m b +m, and P + =M /&2. The
use of these allows us to identify

we find

~mb 2C(, r)=
(2~) ~ P+

1/2

A, }33(x,h)
mb —mb +

2(2m )

k a(1—x,„)
m =m +

2(2m )

(10)
1 1

Di(pb, pb} [(1—x)x]'

Xu„(pb)t u (P)Co(P;a) . (12)

which we accept as the form of the highest sector mass
counterterms. These counterterms (which represent an

I

Using this equation to provide an expression for
C, (P —q, q; a) and substituting into Eq. (7) yields

Co(P;r)

2 2

q z b(A, P , )—
2(2m. ) o z(1 —z) g u„(P)t u (P —q)u (P —q)t u&(P)Co(P;P) .

1

D, P q,q—
The spinor sum can be evaluated using completeness rela-
tions to give

I

that the vector (P —q) is on shell, rather than either of its
component vectors. Explicitly we have

1=—6r, P

' P.(P q)——1
m b

gu„(P)t u (P —q)u (P —q)t u&(P)

(14)

mb + (Pi —qi) (1 —z )( mb +Pi)P (P —q) +~b 2(1 z) 2

for I =iy5, where the subscript mb is meant to imply
I

Thus, our equation becomes

A, P(1)
2(2m. )

2

Co(P;r)=A, J d q f dz ' ' [P (P —q) —mb]Co(P;r),
2mb

2 i g(A, P —q, q) 1 1 z

2(2m)3 o Di(P —q, q) z(1 —z) 2mb2

which is purely algebraic in Co(P; r ).
Below the two-particle production threshold we would naturally interpret M =mb, and so the equation for Co pro-

vides us with the mass counterterm for mb, namely,
0

2 2 A. p(1) &2 b d2 d 6(A, P q, q) 1 1—
P P —

q
—mb2(2m. } 2(27r) o D, (P —q, q) z(1 —z} 2m

(17)

This counterterm is all we require from the one-fermion
equation at present, since it represents the self-energy
correction due to the possibility of the fermion dressing
itself with a single meson. The hope is that when dealing

I

with more complicated configurations we will be able to
use this counterterm to remove the divergence associated
with this self-energy. To what extent this hope is realized
will be addressed in the following section. For now we
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can note that, unlike the 1+ 1 case, this renormalization
is an infinite one, diverging logarithmically as the cutoff
is removed.

III. FIRST TAMM-DANCOFF APPROXIMATION
FOR T%'O FKRMIONS

We next consider the case of two fermions in the first
Tamm-Dancoff approximation. Here we have, in addi-
tion to the self-energy effects seen in the one-fermion

case, interactions between the two fermions, mediated by
the single meson that is allowed in this approximation.

Our basic equation is, as before, the Einstein equation,
which after the separation of the diagonal and nondiago-
nal terms, reads

(M 2P P +Pg)l+&=2P'Pr
I

P& .

In this case the required truncation of Pock space is
effected by the expansion for

I
4 ):

I+(P)) = g f da db hs(A, a, b)Co(a, b;a, P)B (a)b&(b)IO)
a, P

+ g f da db dc bs(A, a, b, c)C, (a, b, c;a,P)B (a)b&(b)a (c)I0),
a,P

(19)

where da =da+d a~, etc. and we have used B and b to denote the creation operators for the two (assumed distinct)
types of fermions in the problem. The cutoff functions are defined, in exact analogy with the one-fermion case, by

bs(A, a, b ) =8(a+ )8(b+ )5(P+ —a+ b+ )5 (—P~ —a~ —b~)8 A
mb+bi

2b+
(20)

and

bs(A, a, b, c ) =8(a+ )8(b+ )8(c+ )5(P+ —a+ b+ —c+—)5 (P~ —a~ —bj —c~)

m +Qg mb+6'
XO A-

2a+ 2k+
m +c

2c
(21)

In this case, after substituting for I 4), we project the equation onto noninteracting two-fermion and two-fermion —one-
boson states:

Ip~,p~, r, s ) =B„+(ps )b,"(p~ ) I0 &,

lpga, p&,p, ;r, s ) =B„(p~), (p& )a (p, ) I0) .

(22)

(23)

As in the one-fermion case, we expect the equations which arise from these projections to be coupled equations in C0
and C&. Following, again, the policy of discarding "instantaneous" terms in the highest sector of Fock space we obtain

1 2 A p(x)
2(2~)'

A. P(1 —x)
mb +

2(2'�)
1 x 2 x 0

x 1 —xPBJ Pox +2Psx Pbx 6 ( A,pa, ps )Co (Pa,pb ', r, s )

3&&
2P+ g f d q f'"dz,

&2
u„(ps)t'u~(ps —q)A'(A, p~ q, ps, q)C, (p~ q—,ps, q;a,s)—

(2n ) 0 Ix(x —z)z]'

2P+g fd'qf dz » u, (p&)t u (p„—q)(2~)'"
I (1—x)(1—x —z)z]'

X b, '(A, p~, p~
—q, q )C) (p~,pb

—q, q; r, a) (24)
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1 2 +kp(x)
2(2m. )'

2 A, P(l —x —y)
mb +

2(2m )

1 2 A a(y)
y ' 2(2~)'

1 —x 2 x+y
x PBl

1
Pbl—x —y

1 —y 2
p j +2(pB3. 'phd+ pB3-'p 3.+pb3 p, 3. ) Ci (pB,pb, p„r,s )

1/2
kmB

(2 )3/2 p+
1

, /2 g u„(pB )I u (pB+p, )Co(pB+p„pb', a, s)
[x(x+y )y]'

1/2
Amb 2+

(2 )3/2 p+
1

, /2 g u, (pb )Pu (Pb+P, )Co(PB,Pb+P„'r, a), (25)
[(1—x )(1—x —y )y ]'/

where we have again expressed the "+"components of
the momenta as fractions of P+; namely,

pB =XP

q+ =zP+,
the fraction for pb+ being fixed by the condition that
P =PB +Pb +P

As in the one-fermion case, we have used the physical
values for masses appearing due to interaction terms, but
otherwise have allowed the bare masses to depend on the
Fock-space sector from which they originate. Given the
neglect of the "instantaneous" terms in the highest sector
we see that the equation arising from this sector is alge-
braic (i.e., is not an integral equation), and we can again
use a threshold condition to determine the mass counter-
terms. Thus we consider the three-particle threshold,
where M =mB +mb +m, . Immediately we can set

A, p(x,h)
mB =mB +

2(2'�)3

A, P(1—x,„—y,„)
mb =mb +

1 2(2m. )

A, a(y, „)
m, =m, +

2(2'�)

(26)

which we use to eliminate the bare masses in this sector.
As in the one-fermion case we can now solve this equa-

tion for C&, and use the result to eliminate it from the
lowest sector equation. Denoting

pB =pb =p, =0, and the threshold momentum fractions
can be determined from the fact that P+=M/3/2 and,
for example, pB+ =mB /3/2. At threshold we expect C, to
contain a pole corresponding to the scattering states, and
for this to remain a solution of Eq. (25) its coefficient
must vanish. Thus we are led to identify

2
mB

Di(PB Pb P. )=M—
x

2
mb

1 —x —y

2
ma 1 —x 2 x+y 2 1 —y 2

x 1 —x —y y
PBl Pbl Pal + (PBl Pb3. +PB3.'Paj. +Pbj. Pal. )

(27)

we find

2
Cl (PB &Pb tPa» ) 3/2 +(2m) P

1/2

Di(PB~Pb~pa )

mB
X

&/2 u„(pB )I u (pB+p, )Co(pB+p„pb, a, s )
[x(x +y )y ]'

mb+,/2 u, (pb)t u (pt, +p, )Co(PB,pb+p, ;r,a)
[(1—x )(1—x —y )y ]'/

(28)

In the lowest sector equation we need expressions for C, (pB —q, pb, q;a, s ) and C, (pB,pb q, q; r, a); th—us we need to
modify the arguments in the above expression, in order to perform the substitutions required. This having been done
we obtain
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1 z A P(x)
2(2~)'

z A, P(1 —x)
mb +

2(2m. )

1 —x 2 x
PBl

1
Pbl PBl PblX 1 —x

2

+ ' fd'qf'

Xb, (A,pa, pb)Co(pa, pb', r, s)

ma, dz
2 1

(p —q) —m']
(2~)3 x o (x —z)z D, (pa q,p—b, q)

~ (& p'a pb
1

(
[pb. (pb —q) ™b]Co(pa, pb, q;r, s)

2i2 u„(pa)t u~(pa —q)u, (pb)t u&(pb+q)+,g mamb d'q dz
(2'�) p [x(x —z)(1 —x)(1—x+z)]'i z

qpbq) c,(p, q,p, +—q;a, p)
Di pa qpb q

u, (pb)t u (pb
—q)u„(pa)t u&(pa+q) 6'(A, pa, pb q, q)—

+mbmB d g dz
0 [(1—x)(1—x —z)x(x+z)]'~ z D)(pa pb q, q)

X Co(pa +q,pb
—q;P, a) (29)

with

pa (pa q). =
2
— [ma+(pai —qi) 1+ (ma+pal) pal (pal

X 2 X Z

2x —z 2x

1 —x, , 1 —x —z
Pb '(Pb 'q )

2 1
[mb (PblqJ ) 1+

2. 1
( b Pbl) Pbl'(Pbl'qJ. ). (30)

where spinor completeness relations have been used to
perform contractions wherever possible.

It can be seen that the first two terms on the right-hand
side of the above equation are of the form of the mass
corrections which we found in the one-fermion case.
They clearly correspond to the emission and reabsorption
of a meson by the same fermion. The remaining terms
correspond to the two distinct x + orderings of meson ex-
change between the two fermions. The mass correction
terms can be grouped with the mass terms on the left-
hand side of the equation to which they correspond, and
then we ostensibly have an equation whose only bare pa-
rameters are mB and mb . At this point, following Perry

0 0
and Harindranath [7], we recall the lowest sector coun-
terterm derived in the one-fermion case [Eq. (17)]. In or-
der to use this counterterm in the two-fermion case we
need to take account of the fact that in the one-ferrnion
case the momentum fraction x did not appear, since it
was obviously unity. Thus we need to modify the expres-
sion to take account of this fact, and having done this we
obtain

2(2n )

~(& p'a p'b
G g dZ

2(2m. ) o D, (pb, q) z(l —z)

X [p (pb —
q )' —mb ], (32)

where we denote

Di(pa q)=—zmB2

1 —z

2
ma

2 2
zpBl ql 2pBl ql+
1 —z z(1 —z) 1 —z

(33)

with an equivalent expression for D
& (pb, q ).

The term pa. (pa —q)' has been modified by the vari-
B

ous changes of variables (in particular, the shift of the
upper limit of the z integration from x to 1) and is now
given by

a +(pa. —qi) ]+
2 ™a+paj. )

2 2 1 z 2 2

Pal (Pal (34)

and

z(1 —z)

X [pa (pa 'q )I ma ] (31)

2(2n. )

qpbq)
dZ

2(2n. ) o D, (pa, q )

A similar expression exists for pb. (pb
—q)' . After sub-

stituting for the bare masses we perform several shifts of
integration variables. First, in order to facilitate compar-
ison of the mass correction terms and the counterterms,
we alter the z integration variables such that all mass
correction term momentum fraction integrations are over
the range 0~1. Second we shift the integration variables
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in the exchange terms such that we can combine them.
Finally we notice that the momentum dependence of the
spinors and coefficient function in the interaction terms
can be simplified by a shift of q~ given that we make the
additional assumption that

Pbs PBX ~ (35)

which selects the center-of-mass frame with respect to the
transverse momenta, and should not lead to a loss of gen-
erality. These operations produce the equation

~ M — 1+
3 f d q f dz [p~ (p~ —q) —m~~]

mB 2A. 2 & 1 1 2 1

x (2~)3 o z(1—z) m&2 & Dz
L

1

DB

2
mb

1 —x
2A, 2 & 1 1 2 11+,fd'q f dz, [Pb (Pb q) ™b](2~)3 o z(1—z) mb

1

Db

2
PBi

Co(x.,p~i; r, s )

Xt u (mz, z, qi)u, (mb, 1 —x, pili)t —u&(mb, 1 —z, —
q&)

8(z —x ) 8(x —z)
Co z, qi, cx,

D, Db
(36)

= 2k' dz 1
mBmb X u„(mg, xpiii )(2~)3 p o (x —z) [x(1—x)z(1 —z)]'

where we have also dropped the cutoff functions in order
to simplify the notation. We express the arguments of
the coefficient functions in terms of momentum fractions
and transverse components, and include the appropriate
mass as an argument of the spinors for clarity. Several
denominator functions have been defined in the writing of
this equation. Explicitly these are

2
mB

DB =xM—
1 —z

xmb2

1 —x

2
mg (1—xz )p~i

(1—x )(1—z)

PBi'qX2 2

z(1 —z) 1 —z

D I
B

zmB2

1 —z

2
ma

2 2
ZJ Bj
1 —z z(1—z)

2pB~-qj.+
1 —z

(37)

2
mB

D, =M—
X

2 2 2
mb ma zpBy

1 —z z —x x(z —x)

(1—x )qi 2p~i qi+
(z —x)(1—z) z —x

where Db and Db are related to DB and DB, respectively,
by the transformation x —+1 —x, mB~mb, and
PBJ ~ PBj, while D, and Db are related by x ~ 1 —x,
mB~mb, and z —+1—z. These transformations have no
fundamental significance (rather they are just a matter of
definition), but they do have the consequence that the
right-hand side is continuous (though not differentiable)
at z =x.

A. Coupling constant renormalization

Up to this point we have closely followed Perry and
Harindranath [7], and have found that most aspects of
the procedure they outline can be repeated in 3+1 di-
mensions provided only that the transverse momentum
terms are included. At this point, however, we encounter
a significant difference. The mass correction terms, on
the left-hand side of Eq. (36), which in the 1+ 1 case were
rendered finite by the use of the mass counterterms from
the one-fermion case, are still divergent in 3+1 dimen-
sions. Inspection of these mass correction terms reveals
that it is the integration over the transverse momentum
which diverges logarithmically. Since it is in the in-
clusion of the transverse momenta that the 3+1 treat-
ment differs from the 1+1 case, it seems reasonable that
this new divergence should be related to these momenta.

In order to examine the mass correction terms it is
convenient to define a parameter

2
mB5=M—
X

m b
2

PBl
x(1—x)

(3g)

which is analogous to the binding energy of the two-
fermion bound state; in particular, vanishing when the
fermions are on shell. This quantity arises very naturally
in this analysis, and is, for example, the coefficient of Co
on the left-hand side of Eq. (36) if the mass correction
terms are ignored. It is also of use when considering the
mass correction terms themselves, since it can easily be
seen that

DB =DB+X6,
Db=Db+(1 —x)5 .

We can immediately see, therefore, that the mass correc-
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tion terms are zero at, or above, the two-particle thresh-
old. This indicates that the renormalization procedure
has at least been successful in fixing the fermion masses in
the only regime where they can be unambiguously
checked, namely, when they are propagating as free par-
ticles.

In order to try and isolate the source of the divergence,
and in light of the observation that the mass correction
terms are well defined (zero) at zeroth order in 5, we ex-
pand in powers of 6. Thus we find, for the m~ case,

A
Iz =

2
dz z ln 1+

4(2~) o z mii+(1 —z)m,

(1—z)m, A

z m~+(I —z)m, +A
(42)

Note that the second term in Eq. (42) is finite as A~ ao

whereas the first gives a logarithmic divergence. %'e
denote them separately through I~ =I~"+If.

Denoting the full (finite) mass correction term by b. we
have

1 1

D~+x6 D~ b, (A) = f dqiqi f dz
(2~) x

2 2 2(qi+z mii)
2z (1—z)

2x6 x6 x6
D~ D~ D~

x6 x6
DJi DJ'i (Dii+X5)

(39)

262X, , +5'
D~ (D~+X5)

+(x~1 x mz~mb) . (43)

We can then rewrite the coefFicient of Co on the left-hand
side of Eq. (36) as

The advantage of isolating the first-order term in 6 is that
it is the only term which diverges, and thus in isolating it
we have isolated the divergence. The same expansion for
the mb term yields

5+X 5(I'"+I'")+A, b, (A) (44)

Now if we write the first two terms of this equation as

5{1+A, (I~"+Ib"))
1

Db

1

Db

1 —x)5 (1—x) 5

Db Db [Db+(1—x)5]
(4O) we can divide the whole of Eq. (36) by the divergent term,

and recover a well-defined equation, provided we identify

which behaves similarly.
Denoting the contribution of the first term to the mass

correction by k 6I& we find that

1 gg+z mg
Iz = dqzqzdz z )0 .

2(2n. ) [z m~+(1 —z)m, +qi]
(41)

If we regulate this expression by imposing an upper limit
A on the q~ integration, this transverse integration can be
readily performed:

A.
2

1+A, z(Iin+ Iin)
(45)

as the renormalized coupling constant.
It should be noted that this renormalization of the cou-

pling constant arises from the self-energy divergence
alone, since given the Tamm-Danco6' truncation there
are no vertex divergences in this theory (vertex correc-
tions would appear if sectors with two mesons were con-
sidered).

We thus find, in 3+ 1 dimensions with a I =iy5 cou-
pling, the bound-state equation

nzM—
x

2
P1b

2
PBJ.

+A, 6 Co(x,pili;r, s)
x 1 X

2i2 dz 1

3 miimb g d u„(m~, x,pzi) I u (mz, z, q J )
(2n) &

o x —z [x(1—x)z(1 —z)]'

8(z —x )X u, (mb, 1 —x, —piii)t u p(mb, 1 —z, —qi)
D,

8(x —z)
Co(z, q, ;a,P)

Db
(46)

in the lowest (nontrivial) Tamm-Dancoff approximation.

IV. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR

At this point we have rendered the mass correction
terms finite, using a coupling-constant renormalization,
and as a consequence there are no "explicit" divergences

remaining in the bound-state equation. At first sight it
appears that we should be able to proceed to solve the
equation for the bound-state wave functions, but when
this is attempted it is found that we still encounter diver-
gence problems.
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u(p)y"u(p)=u (p)y y"u(p)-p" .

Writing

(47)

The reason that the equation is more badly behaved
than it appears lies in the transverse momentum depen-
dence of free particle spinors when expressed in light-
front variables. That this dependence is different from
the usual equal-time case can be demonstrated from a
consideration of the Lorentz transformation properties of
the spinors.

We know that

C

C (+—,', + —,')
(+) ()

C ( ——,', + —,')
C (

—
—,', —

—,')

(53)

(T (—+)e'~a ~~'+f. (')+I ( )e '—~' ~~')

with

(54)

We find, for the spinor terms (omitting normalization fac-
tors),

u t(p)u(p) =u t(p)(A++A-)u(p)
=u'+' (p)u'+'(p)+u' ' (p)u' '(p), (48)

AB BA BB
AC 0 BC 0
CA CB 0 0

with A+ =(1/v'2)yoy —,and using the fact that
CC 0 0 0

u ' —' (p)u ' —'(p) = (1/&2)u (p)y y
—u (p) -p (49) p 0 0 CC

we can see that since p =(m +pi )/2p+, we must have I ( —)— 0 0 CB —CA

p BC 0 —AC
(55)

u (p) -pi ( —+pi in equal-time case) (50) BB —BA —AB A A

for large p~. Explicit forms for the spinors are given in
the Appendix.

With this transverse momentum dependence in the spi-
nors, a naive power counting analysis reveals that there
may be divergences remaining. In order to establish this
with more certainty, we will examine the asymptotic
form of the solutions of Eq. (46) in the same spirit as, for
example, Dalitz, Sundaresan, and Bethe [8].

As a first step towards obtaining an explicit representa-
tion of Eq. (46), we wish to expand the amplitude

Co(x Pai,'a, P) =Co(x Pai Aa a 13)

r (0)—

0
AB

BC+CB

—A A BB+CC
BB+CC —A A

—AC

where

2ma(pa pa qa +qa )

B = —qi[2ma+&2(pa++pa }],
C =pai [2mB+ &2(qa++qa ) ] .

(56)

i (a+p)p~
o( Pai Pa'a») e 'Co(x Pai Aa,'a, P), (51)

with a,P=+—,'. The reason for this transformation will
become clear presently. Now we expand Co (we will drop
the subscript zero in what follows), which will still be
periodic in Pa, as

C(x,pai, (I)a;a, (t)l) = C (x,pai;a, P)e (52)

Next we substitute for the spinors, using the explicit
forms given in the Appendix, and group the resulting
terms into a matrix form, using a vector representation
for the amplitude:

in terms of its azimuthal angular variable pa in which we
expect it to be periodic. Prior to doing this, however, we
will redefine

A, B, and C are related to A, B, and C by the replace-
ment of all the B variables with their b counterparts, and
the notation q~ is meant to show the mass dependence,
and imply the z dependence [e.g. , qb =(mb+qi)/2qb+',
q+ =(1—z )P+].

Since the only other angular dependence in the kernel
comes from

pBl 'ql palqi os(NB ~q )

terms in the denominators, it can be seen that the trans-
formation used on the amplitude [Eq. (51)] has had the
effect of making the kernel depend on the azimuthal an-
gles through Pa —

(t only. Given this fact, and the
periodicity of the integrand, we can easily see that the
equation is diagonal in m, with the right-hand side taking
the form

2k 2 2m. dz 1
mI, mb d O'B

(27r )2 2m o o x —z [x(1—x)z(1 —z)]'
(+) —i(m —

lhasa

(O)
—imga ( )

—i(m 1)+$ a 0(Z X ) 8(X Z ) C z, qi
D,

(57}
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D, = —2pz) q) [ A, —cos(P~ )],
Db =2pa)qi[ b

—cos(PB )] .
(58)

after shifting P~ so as to remove the (t dependence, and
performing the, now trivial, t)() integration.

The fact that the equation has become diagonal in m
can be explained by noticing that because of the transfor-
mation of the amplitude [Eq. (51)], m is now the eigenval-
ue of the third component of the total angular momen-
tum J3, rather than that of the orbital angular momen-
tum L3 (which it would have been if we had expanded the
original amplitude). Thus we are seeing a consequence of
the azimuthal symmetry which is still explicit in light-
front variables.

In order to facilitate the asymptotic analysis some fur-
ther transformations will be performed. First we absorb
the (x —z) factor in the denominator into D, and Db.
We then isolate the angular dependence in the denomina-
tor by defining 3, and Ab through

Explicitly,

1

2pBiq

Z X 2 Z X 2 2 Z
mB+ mb+m +—

pB&X 1 —z X

1Ab=
2pB lq l

+ q) —(z —x )M
1 x
1 —z

X Z 2 X Z 2 2 X
mB+ mb+m + qg

Z 1 —x Z

(59)

1 —z+ p~)
—(x —z)M

where A„A, & 1 for a bound state.
The angular integration can now be performed (by con-

tour integration for example) to give, for the right-hand
side of the equation,

2k2 dz 1 1

(2m. )
2 mBmb dq~q

o x —z [x(1—x),(1—,)] ~2 IIN

(I (+)F m —ll+L(0)Plm I+I (
—)elm+(I)

2 a a — a
A, —1

(L(+)~l ) +I-(0)FI I+I( )Fl +(I) C (z q )
Ab2 —1 PBlql- (60)

where F, = 1/( A, +Q A, —1), etc.
Next we remove the normalization and

[x(1—x)z(1 —z)]'~ factors, from the kernel, through
the definition

I

pression for the right-hand side of our equation:

2A,
J dq)q) I dz[x(1 —x)q~+z(1 —z)p~~]

1 2 2

4(2'�) 0

1—(p~ +p~ )+m~
2

—1/2

—(Pb +Pb )+mb
1

2
0(z —x) 0(x —z)

~ ( ) (6 )
(1—x )z (1—z)x

Xx(1—x) C (61)

We also multiply both numerator and denominator of the
kernel by x(1—x )z(1 —z) to explicitly remove any singu-
lar terms.

In order to establish the asymptotic behavior we are
going to examine the contributions to a particular ampli-
tude Po from regions where either p~) ))q) or q) ))pg).
This being the case we will consider terms of the form
pB~q~ small compared to pB~ or q~. From inspection of
Eq. (55), it is clear that if either p~~ or q) is large, no
terms in the I"s are larger than the diagonal 33 terms.
Further, for m =0 the I', and I'b terms asymptotically
suppress the contribution of 1 '+' and I' ' by a factor of
max(p~), q) ), leaving the kernel dominated by I' '.

Thus it seems reasonable, as a first approximation, to
restrict our attention to the equation for a single element
of @o. If we make the additional assumption (for the sake
of simplicity) that P ))M, mz, mb we arrive at an ex-

(p~ +p~ )+m~
1

2
(Pb +Pb )™b1 +

2

Xx(1—x)(5+A, b, )fo . (63)

The terms which are most dificult to deal with here are
the mass correction terms. We have explicitly evaluated
them and find that their transverse momentum depen-
dence is -pB~ for large pB~. Given that we are free to

where we have set the lower limit on the transverse
momentum integration to a constant e of the same order
of magnitude as the masses in the equation but small in
comparison to pB~, in order to explicitly remove any pos-
sible appearance of bad behavior at small transverse mo-
menta due to the approximations we have made in the
kernel.

At this point we need to consider the left-hand side of
the equation, where we will use 5 to collectively denote
the mass correction terms. We have
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choose x to be of moderate value (since we are only in-
terested in the transverse momentum behavior) this is all
we need to know about the mass correction terms here.
This transverse momentum behavior is of the same order

as that of 5.
It is clear therefore that the leading transverse momen-

tum behavior of the left-hand side of the equation is pgJ,
and we have, in total,

oo 8(z —x ) 8(x —z )
$0(x,p~~)- dq~q~ dz[x(1 —x)q~+z(1 —z)p~~] + go(z q~) .

pBl 0 1 —xz 1 —zx (64)

In keeping with the approximations we have made, we now split the transverse momentum integration into two inter-
vals about qz =pzz, and consider only the leading terms (neglecting the efFects of the region where qz =phiz). This yields
(denoting the 8 function terms as [0] for clarity)

~@i 1

1tjo(x,p~~) — dqjq~ f dzz(1 —z)[8]go(z, q~)+ f dq~q~ f dzx(1 —x)[8]go(z, q~) .
pBl 0 Pgg ~8l 0

(65)

In order for the second integral to converge, we need

Po to have an asymptotic behavior —1/ps~, where n )4.
We can see, however, that the lower integration range
gives an n =4 behavior, which will dominate for large
pz~. Had we attempted to regulate the upper limit with a
cutoff q „,we would have found that solutions are possi-
ble for any finite q „,but not for q „=~. Thus no
solution is possible for the m =0 case.

For different values of m the situation is different. If
we consider m =1, we find that I ' ' and I ' ' are
suppressed, and the problematic term is the AA in I'+'
(the reverse is true for m = —1). For ~m ~

~ 2 all the I"s
are suppressed, and there seems to be no obstacle to solv-
ing for the amplitudes. This association of the divergence
problems of the equation with the behavior of the (un-
suppressed) A A terms is made more interesting when we
note the spin components that they correspond to.

For m =0 (or J3 =0) these terms couple the spin states
(+—,', —

—,') and (
—

—,', + —,'), i.e., S3=0 (since I"' ' dom-
inates). For m =+1 (or J3 =+1) they couple the states
(+—,', +—,

' ), i.e., S3 =+1 (since I' —' dominates), respective-
ly. Thus in all cases the problematic terms seem to be re-
lated to L3 =0.

This analysis leads us to state that the bound-state
equation is well defined for states with L3%0 and which
are not coupled to states with L3=0. A simple classical
picture of states with L3=0 would indicate that they
have a zero impact parameter projection in the transverse
plane, and consequently can become arbitrarily close.
Thus it is for these states that we would expect any prob-
lem with high transverse momenta to manifest itself most
clearly.

It should be noted that the decision to concentrate on
the diagonal terms was made primarily for simplicity of
presentation, since some of the off diagonal terms are of
comparable magnitude in one or the other of the two
momentum regimes we consider. However, the only off
diagonal elements which are comparable in magnitude to
the diagonal elements in both of the regimes are the cross
terms between the (+—,', + —,') states in I' ' and so the
above conclusions remain unchanged.

V. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

We have just seen that, when taken at face value, the
bound-state equation we have derived has no solutions
for amplitudes with, or coupled to amplitudes with,
L3=0. This is somewhat unexpected given that the
equation has the form one might expect for a bound-state
equation in the "equal-time" formalism.

The factor that seems to be responsible for this devia-
tion from the behavior we might expect, and more impor-
tantly for the bad behavior of the kernel, is the transverse
momentum dependence of the light-front "energy" for
on-shell momenta

m +pg

2p
(66)

0
sin

2

cos 6
2

0cos
2

0—sin
2

x'
3 (67)

where we consider 8& [m /2, m ], the extremes correspond-
ing to "light-front" and "equal-time" coordinates, respec-
tively. The transverse coordinates x~ are unchanged.

Within this framework the mass-shell condition reads

cos( g)(p —p+ )+2 sin(0)p+p —
pq =m (68)

As discussed earlier, it is this behavior which is responsi-
ble for the asymptotically linear dependence of the free
particle spinors on the transverse momentum, which in
turn is the cause of the high-momentum dependence of
the diagonal terms in Eq. (55). It would seem to be of in-
terest therefore to try and gain some insight into the ori-
gin of this behavior.

The difference between "equal-time" and "light-front"
coordinates lies in the definition of the "time" coordinate
(and one of the space coordinates). Hornbostel [9] uses a
coordinate system which interpolates between these two
sets, and which will prove useful here. We define
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For the "equal-time" case (O=vr) we have

p —p =m +p (69)

or

p+ ='l/ m +pi+p (70)

which, given that p+ =p, gives us the usual asymptotic
linear dependence on the transverse momenta.

For the general case we solve the mass-shell equation
for 1/p+ [to avoid problems when cos(8)~0]. Denoting
cos(8) =C and sin(8) =Swe find

+Q(Sp ) —(m +pi+Cp~ )C

+ (m +pi —Cp )
(71)

VI. CONCLUSION

We have examined in the lowest nontrivial light-front
Tamm-Dancoff approximation the case of fermions and
mesons coupled via a Yukawa interaction in 3+ 1 dimen-
sions. As a result of this examination we have obtained a
bound-state equation [Eq. (46)] which, despite appearing
to be of a reasonable form, has no solutions for ampli-
tudes associated with L3 =0.

The primary motivation for this study was to establish
whether or not the sector-dependent renormalization
scheme proposed by Perry and Harindranath [7] for the
(1+1)-dimensional case could also be used in 3+1 di-
mensions. We find that most of the properties of this
scheme are retained in 3+1 dimensions. There are spuri-
ous divergences produced by the use of light-front vari-

For OE (m. /2, m. ) we find that asymptotically
p+ -p &/+pi =pi. It is only when O=m. /2 that the

-'l/ pi in the numerator of Eq. (71) is lost, and we re-
cover p+ =—p as shown in Eq. (66) (the second root goes
to zero, implying that p+ goes to infinity). Thus we have
established that the high transverse momentum depen-
dence only occurs exactly on the light front.

One of the primary motivations for using light-front
quantization is the triviality of the vacuum. This triviali-
ty is due to the fact that p+ and p are either both posi-
tive or both negative. If we define p to be positive, it
then follows that p+ and p are both positive also. At a
general interpolating angle this is not the case. For
8&(m/2, n]w. e k.now that sin(8/2))cos(8/2). It fol-
lows that p+ and p can be of the same or different sign
depending on the value ofp, and therefore that it is pos-
sible to have disconnected vacuum diagrams which do
not violate p+ conservation. It is only when 8=~/2 that
we have the required behavior, and hence the triviality of
the vacuum.

It is therefore the case that we have either a nontrivial
vacuum and linear dependence of the "energy" on the
transverse momenta, or a trivial vacuum and a quadratic
dependence of "energy" on the transverse momenta. It
thus appears as though it is the same feature of the light-
front coordinates which renders the vacuum trivial, that
causes divergences in the bound-state equation we have
derived.

ables. These are eliminated in 3+1 dimensions much as
they were in 1+1 dimensions. This is undoubtedly due
to the fact that in 3+ 1 dimensions the "extra" transverse
dimensions are unaffected by the change to light-front
variables, and do not change in number or form these
particular divergences. The mass renormalizations are
also still successful, as is evidenced by tl-.e fact that in the
only regime where the individual particle masses have
any unambiguous meaning, namely, when they are on
shell, the particles are seen to have their physical masses.
Notwithstanding these positive features, we find that the
transverse degrees of freedom demand that the coupling
constant be renormalized (in order to render to mass
correction terms finite), and also stop the kernel from de-
creasing fast enough to admit any solutions in certain
cases.

It is not inconceivable that it is possible to discover a
renormalization scheme that renders the bound-state
equation physically sensible. Indeed given that we would
expect well-defined results in the Tamm-Dancoff limit, it
seems quite likely that such a renormalization is possible.
The real issue is whether it is possible to discover a
scheme which makes it straightforward to isola:e the
physical contributions at any particular order of the ap-
proximation. This is what the sector-dependent scheme
proposed by Wilson, Perry, and Harindranath accom-
plished in 1+ 1 dimensions. In the equal-time case it was
the nontriviality of the vacuum which ultimately frustrat-
ed attempts to discover such a scheme. What we have
seen here is perhaps an indication that while light-front
quantization removes this problem, it replaces it with
another. At this point we would only make the observa-
tion that the sector-dependent scheme seems not to gen-
eralize to 3+ 1 dimensions as had been hoped.

We are currently investigating how we might modify
the renormalization procedure in order to remove the
problems we have encountered. We regard the method
used for renormalizing the coupling constant as tentative,
and are considering whether it is possible to absorb all
the divergences in this manner. Also it is undoubtedly
not insignificant that we only encounter difficulties for
amplitudes related to L3 =0.

A slightly different perspective might be gained by no-
ticing that it is the expansion of the bound state in terms
of a free particle basis which necessitates the use of the
problematic free particle spinors. It is clear from the
outset that is not an ideal basis, since the constituents of a
bound state cannot be on shell, and this suggests another
approach which we are also investigating (such an ap-
proach would be loosely equivalent to modifying the
functional dependence of p on the transverse momen-
tum in some way).

It is of some interest that Brodsky and Pauli [10,11]
have examined a bound-state Tamm-Dancoff equation on
the light front for @ED and have found similar diver-
gences to those discussed here. This seems to confirm
that the problems we have encountered are not restricted
to the Yukawa-type theory we have considered. These
authors proceed by imposing a cutoff on the transverse
momenta and comment on the fact that their numerical
solutions seem quite stable against changes in this cutoff,
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provided that the coupling constant is kept small. This
behavior is not too surprising, since the divergences are
quite weak (i.e., logarithmic).
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APPENDIX: LIGHT-FRONT VARIABLES
AND THE HAMILTONIAN

In order to facilitate comparison, our definitions follow
those of Perry and Harindranath [7] wherever possible.
Assuming the same "normal" space-time metric as Bjork-
en and Drell [12] we define the light-front time and longi-
tudinal space variables as

x +—=(1/&2)(x +x ),
with the transverse space components x)—:(x', x ) un-
changed. With these definitions it follows that the scalar
product becomes

x -y =x+y +x y+ —x~ y~ .

It should also be noted that we have x +—=x+ . As an im-
mediate consequence of the mixing of plus and minus in-
dices which occurs in the scalar product we are led to
define p as the light-front energy (i.e., p is conjugate
to x+, the light-front time).

We similarly define

y-'=(1/&2)(y'+y')

and thus find that, for example,

3'P ='V P +'V P Xx'Px .

Where we need an explicit representation for the y ma-
trices, we have used the Weyl representation

'0 1

1 0
0

We use a Lagrangian density describing fermions and
bosons interacting via a Yukawa interaction term

r =(i /2)(yy" a„y a„yy&it) m, yq- —

+(1/2)B„(t)t3"(t)—(1/2)m&P AQUI (t), —

where we are using I =i@5, although for the most part
we do not need to use this explicitly in deriving the Ham-
iltonian. Following Chang, Root, and Yan [13] we use
Schwinger's action principle to derive the equal x+ com-
mutation relations (more details on this principle can be
found in, for example, Ref. [14]). We find

[(t(x),P(y)] + + = (i /4)5 (xi ——yi)e(x —y ),

P = my—+q(m +wry)q qy —a—+q

+ a'y—y y+ 2(v y y y qy,—VA

+—VA'VA' .1

Upon integrating the Hamiltonian density to obtain the
Hamiltonian, we can obtain a more convenient form by
integrating by parts and using the field equations derived
from the full Lagrangian X:

P = J d2xidx ( )m~~$2+—(Vi(t) V—ig

+ i i/2y(+)tg —q(+) )

We should note that this expression for P is really only
a formal one, in that it avoids appearing to contain an in-
teraction term (i.e., containing I ) by instead containing a
"time" derivative, 8 =8+ =8/Bx +.

In order to obtain a usable form for the Hamiltonian
we need to expand the fields it) and P in terms of a free
field basis We first note that we are choosing the normal-
ization [15]

u '+ 't(p)u '+ '(p) =p+ /&2m,

which is equivalent in usual equal-time formalism to the
normalization:

po E
Q (P)Q(P)=

m m

For the fermion field we write

d2p, dp+f pl p

(2') p+
L

1/2

&(p+ )

X [b(p, s )u'+'(p, s )e

+d (p, s)v'+'(p, s)
+i(p x —

p& x&)Xe

where

[b(p, r), & (q, s)]=[d(p, r), d (q, s)[
=5(p —

q )5 (p) —q~)5„, ,

where e(x) =(9(x)—0( —x ), and,

[y(+)t(x) q(+)(~)]

=(1/&2)A&+)5 (xi—y) )5(x —y ),
where A'+'=(1/2)y y+ =(1/&2)y y+, and—A(+ )y

To obtain the light-front Hamiltonian P we start by
defining the energy-momentum tensor

ar ay„T)' = —Xg"" where P„=P, P, PBQ„„Bx

which enables us to find the light-front Hamiltonian den-
sity
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with all other anticommutators equal to zero. Similarly
for the boson field we write

Explicitly,

d pgdp
p(x) =

(2m) /
1

2p

'( +

1/2

8(p+ )

m+&2p
ip—p e

m +&2p+
ip

p~e

—ip—p~e

m +&2p+
u ((p) =—

m+&2p

where

[a(p), a (q)]=5(p —
q )5 (p~ —qj),

with all other commutators equal to zero. It should be
noted that we are working in the Heisenberg picture, and
as a consequence we perform our expansions at a fixed
light-front time, x+ =0.

We will need, on occasion, an explicit representation
for the spinors. We have chosen this such that the spi-
nors have definite z components of spin in the rest frame.

I

where

N=2I m [(I/V2)(p++p )+m ] j
'/

Following Perry and Harindranath [7] we split the "in-
teraction" Hamiltonian PI into three parts:

PI =Pv +PF +P~

The division is such that Pv changes the particle number

by one, PF changes the particle number by two and Pz
leaves the particle number unchanged. We find

Pr = —
3/2 g f dp dq dr, 9(p+)0(q+)B(r+)

2(2n. )
/

(
+ + +)1/2

X [b (p, s )b(q, t )a (r)u (p, s )1 u (q, t )5(p —
q r)—

+b (p, s)b(q, t)a (r)u(p, s)t u(q, t)5(p —q+r)
+b t(p, s )dt(q, t )a(r)u (p, s )I v(q, t )5(p+q r)—
+d(p, t)b(q, s)a (r)v(p, s)t u(q, t)5( —p —q+r)

d(q, t)d(p, s)a—(r)u(p, r)I v(q, s)5( —p+q r)—
dt(q, s)d(p, r)a —(r)u(p, r)t u(q, s)5( —p+q+r)],

where for compactness we have used the notation dp —=dp~dp+ and 5(p) =5(pj )5(p+ ).
Next we find

A,
2

PF =—,g fdpdqdrdw, 8(p+)6(q+)0(r+)0(w+)
4(2n. ) (

+ + +w+ )1/2

X b (p, s)b(q, t)a(r)a(w)u(p, s)y+u(q, t) 5(p —
q r —w)—

—q+ —w+

5(p —q+r+w)+b (p, s)b(q, t)at(r)at(w)u(p, s)y+u(q, t) —q++w+

+b (p, s)d (q, t)at(w) (ra)u(p, )ys+ (qu, t) + +
5(p+q r+w )—

q++w+
5(p+q+r —w )+b (pt, )dst(q, t)a (r )a(w)u(p, s )y+u(q, t ) q+ —w+

5( —p —
q r+w )—

+dt(p, s )b(q, t )at(w)a(r)u(p, s )y+u (q, t ) —q++w+

5( —p —q+r —w)+d(p, s)b(q, t)a (r)a(w)v(p, s)y+u(q, t)
q w

5( —p+q r —w)—dt(q, t )d(p, s )a (r )a(w )v—(p, s )y+u(q, t ) q+ —w+

d(q, t)d(p, s)at(r)—a (w)u(p, s)y u(q, t) + +
+ 5( —p+q+r+w)

q++w+
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and, for the final part of the interaction term,

A.
2

Ps = — g f dp dq dr dw, 8(p+)8(q+)8(r+)8(w+)
4(2n ) (p+q+r+w+)'

5(p —
q r—+w)x bt(p, s)b(q, t) at( w)a(r)u(p, s)y+u(q, t) +—q++w

5(p —q+r —w)+b (p, s)b(q, t)a (r)a(w)u(p, s)y+u(q, t) —q+ —w+

5(p+q —r —w)+bt(p, s)d (q, t)a(r)a(w)u(p, s)y+v(q, t)
q+ —w+

5( —p —q+r+w)+d(p, s)b(q, t)a (r)a (w)v(p, s)y+u(q, t)
+W

5( —p+q r+—w)d(q, —t)d(p, s)a (w)a(r)v(p, s)y+v(q, t) q++w+

5( —p+q+r w)——d (q, t)d(p, s)a (r)a(w)v(p, s)y+v(q, t)
q+ —w+

The terms in PF and Pz are referred to as instantaneous. The reason for this lies in the fact that the Lagrangian
contains no meson-meson interaction, which implies that a term of the form, for example, b (p, s )b(q, t )a(r)a(w) must
correspond to fermion exchange. Since all fields in the Hamiltonian are defined to be at equal light-front time, this ex-
change is considered to be instantaneous.

For PM, in which we include all terms diagonal in creation and annihilation operators, we find

PM = f d ptdp+8(p+) a (p)a(p) m~+pt+ 3
a(p+)1 2 2

2p 22773

+ 1+ f d pidp+8(p+) g bt(p, s)b(p, s) m~+pf+ P(p+)

1+ fd p„dp+8(p+) g d (p, s)d(p, s) m~+pt+ y(p+)

where

1

( ++ +)a(p+)=p f d rtdr+8(r )
1

(p+ r+)—
+

P(p+) = p f d rtdr+8(r+ ) „+( + „+)

y(p+)= f d rtdr+8(r ) + + +r+(p++r+ )

where p denotes the principal part. It should be noted that a, p, and y, the "self-induced inertias, " are all divergent,
and as such we must assume that the above expressions are regulated in some way, such that we can manipulate them
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